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Abstract
Insects account for more than one million of described species with an ecological and
economic impact disproportional to their minute body size. Among the factors which have
contributed to their evolutionary success, insect secondary metabolites such as defensive
compounds and chemical signals are regarded to play a major role. This thesis aims at
uncovering the molecular mechanisms underlying evolution of ubiquitous insect secondary
metabolites – sex pheromones (SPs), i.e. chemical signals mediating mate finding and mating
between individuals of the same species. The thesis focuses on a class of oxidoreductase
enzymes, membrane fatty acid desaturases (mFADs), which introduce double bonds into
hydrocarbon chains of fatty acyls and thus produce precursors of unsaturated fatty acidderived SPs. mFADs are involved in SP biosynthesis in e.g. moths (Lepidoptera), flies
(Diptera), cockroaches and termites (Blattodea), wasps and bees (Hymenoptera) - some of the
most species-rich insect orders. Since SPs are principal to species reproductive isolation,
uncovering the molecular basis of insect SP biosynthesis holds promises to contribute to
answering fundamental questions concerning the insect ecology and evolution. The insect
mFADs with diverse enzymatic specificities also represent a naturally available resource for
study of enzyme function evolution.
This thesis explores mFADs in Hymenoptera (bumblebees - Bombus) and Lepidoptera
(tobacco hornworm moth - Manduca sexta) as well as in non-insect organism (yeast –
Candida parapsilosis). We demonstrate that the ability to produce a wide range of unsaturated
fatty acids is inherent to mFADs across kingdoms (Publications I and III). We show that
pheromone-biosynthetic mFADs can synthesize novel unsaturated SP precursors as a result of
a single amino acid substitution, a mechanism which might have a high potential in
generating novel SP components in moths and represents thus a possible molecular
mechanism of SP evolution (Publication I). Our finding that the amino acid residue which
controls M. sexta mFAD specificities resides in the kink of the mFAD substrate binding
channel provides novel insights into mechanism of mFAD substrate specificity determination
(Publication I). By study of mFADs from three bumblebee species we show that posttranscriptional regulation of mFAD activity represents an alternative possible regulatory
mechanism of pheromone composition in hymenopterans (Publication II). Together, these
findings expand our knowledge on determinants of mFADs enzymatic specificities and
contribute to our understanding of the role which mFADs play in SP biosynthesis and
evolution of SP communication in moths and bees.

Abstrakt
Hmyz čitající více než jeden milion popsaných druhů představuje skupinu organismů s
ekologickým a ekonomickým významem disproporčně větším než je jejich často zanedbatelná
tělesná velikost. Mezi faktory, které zásadní měrou přispěly k evoluční úspěšnosti hmyzu, je
počítána schopnost produkovat řadu sekundárních metabolitů, jako jsou obranné látky a
chemické signály. Tato disertační práce se věnuje studiu molekulárních mechanismů evoluce
jedné široce zastoupené skupiny hmyzích chemických signálů – pohlavních feromonů – tedy
látek, které zprostředkovávají vyhledávání pohlavních partnerů a páření jedinců téhož druhu.
Téma práce je zaměřeno na membránové desaturasy mastných kyselin (dále jen desaturasy),
oxidoreduktasy, které zavádí dvojné vazby do uhlovodíkových řetězců mastných kyselin a tak
produkují nenasycené prekurzory pohlavních feromonů odvozených od mastných kyselin.
Desaturasy jsou zapojeny v biosyntéze pohlavních feromonů například u můr (Lepidoptera),
dvoukřídlých (Diptera), blanokřídlých (Hymenoptera), švábů a termitů (Blattodea) – tedy
jedněch z druhově nejbohatších hmyzích řádů. Jelikož pohlavní feromony slouží jako
reprodukční bariéry u mnohých blízce příbuzných druhů či subpopulací, odhalení
molekulárních základů biosyntézy feromonů může pomoci zodpovědět klíčové otázky týkající
se ekologie a evoluce hmyzu. Hmyzí desaturasy s různorodými enzymovými specifitami také
představují přirozeně dostupný zdroj pro studium evoluce enzymů.
Disertační práce se věnuje desaturasam blanokřídlých (čmeláci - Bombus), můr (lišaj
tabákový - Manduca sexta) a pro srovnání také jednobuněčných organismů (patogenní
kvasinka Candida parapsilosis). Výsledky práce ukazují, že schopnost produkovat široké
spektrum nenasycených mastných kyselin je sdílena desaturasami napříč biologickými říšemi
(Publikace I a III). Desaturasy zapojené v biosyntéze feromonů mohou získat schopnost
produkovat

nové

nenasycené

mastné

kyseliny

důsledkem

substitutce

jediného

aminokyselinového zbytku – mechanismus, který má značný potenciál v evoluci
feromonového složení můr (Publikace I). Zjištění, že tato aminokyselina se v desaturase lišaje
tabákového nachází v ohybu tunelu, který váže substrát, poskytuje nový vhled do
mechanismů určujících desaturasovou specifitu (Publikace I). Studium desaturas u třech
druhů čmeláků odhaluje post-transkripční regulaci aktivity desaturas jako možný alternativní
mechanismus určující druhově specifické feromonové složení u blanokřídlých (Publikace II).
Tato disertační práce tak na genetické úrovni poodhaluje roli desaturas v evoluci feromonové
komunikace u můr a blanokřídlých.
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INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction
1.1 Insect pheromone research – a historical perspective
The 19th century observations and experiments with male great peacock moths
(Saturnia pyri) attracted by, at that time, elusive female-produced air-born signal are among
the first scientific description of species-specific communication in insects1. Despite the
conspicuous behavior, the identification of chemical compounds underlying the observed
behavior was hampered by their nanogram and sub-nanogram quantities present in a single
insect specimen. It took another almost 90 years and over 500,000 abdomens of female silk
moth (Bombyx mori) to identify bombykol, a volatile unsaturated fatty acid-derived alcohol
produced by the B. mori females to attract conspecific males2. Bombykol represented the first
chemically identified pheromone, i.e. a compound or a mixture of compounds which is
secreted by an individual to trigger a response, such as a behavioral or physiological change,
in an individual of the same species3.
The possibility that economically important insect pests might be controlled using
laboratory-synthesized pheromones4 provided an impulse to study and identify pheromones
from other insect pest species such as female sex pheromone (SP) from the cabbage looper
moth5, aggregation pheromone produced by the male bark beetles6, or a female housefly SP7.
The increased sensitivity of analytical tools, particularly gas chromatography coupled with
mass spectrometry detectors8 and development of gas chromatography coupled with
electroantennographic detector which uses insect antennae as a pheromone-specific detector9
led to rapid increase in number of insect species for which their pheromones were chemically
identified, reaching 200 moth species in 198510, more than 500 moth species in 200411, and
now reaching probably well over 1,000 insect species12.
The amassed knowledge on pheromones structure and composition indicated that moth
female SPs are generally mixtures of saturated or unsaturated fatty acid (FA) derived
alcohols, aldehydes, esters, hydrocarbons, or epoxides13 and that similar FA derivatives are
components of pheromones also in flies (Diptera), cockroaches (Blattodea), wasps and bees
(Hymenoptera)12.
Initial pheromone biosynthetic studies on FA-derived pheromones in moths, which
remained the model organisms for insect pheromone research, addressed the questions i)
whether pheromones were biosynthesized through minor modifications of precursors taken up
via insects diet or whether they are biosynthesized de novo and ii) how is the particular chain
length and double bond position determined. In vivo experiments employing isotopically
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labeled candidate pheromone precursors confirmed the labeled precursors are incorporated
into pheromones implying that majority of female moth SPs are produced in the moth SP
glands de novo (from acetate) via FA biosynthetic pathway14. It was established that a
particular combination of pheromone biosynthetic steps, i.e. fatty acyl chain shortening,
double bond introduction, reduction and esterification of carbonyl group, each with its
inherent specificity, is responsible for the species-specific pheromone blend15,16 and
broadening the research to more species indicated that this SP biosynthetic scheme is
generally conserved in moths17,18. Analogous experiments uncovered biosynthetic origin of
pheromones also in other insect orders, e.g. de novo biosynthesis of FA- derived cuticular
hydrocarbons in some fly species or contribution of both de novo biosynthesis and dietary
acquisition of pheromone precursors to the biosynthesis of isoprenoid bark beetle
pheromones19. Membrane fatty acyl desaturases (mFADs), i.e. enzymes introducing double
bonds into fatty acyl hydrocarbon chains at a variety of specific position and in either Z or E
stereo configuration via action of fatty acid desaturase enzyme were recognized as key players
in generation of the female moth SP diversity20.
Subsequent advances in molecular biology enabled shift of research focus from
identification of biochemical pathways to study of molecular biology and genetics of
pheromone biosynthesis and thus gain further insight into the genetic basis of pheromone
production and perception and inference on evolutionary processes which shapes the
pheromone communication21. Studies on moth SP-biosynthetic desaturases indicated that they
biochemically closely related to the animal fatty acid desaturases involved in primary
metabolism of fatty acids22,23. The knowledge on mFAD gene sequences from rat liver24 and
yeast25 enabled first isolation of functional characterization of insect pheromone-producing
mFAD gene from the cabbage looper moth26, soon followed by description of mFAD genes
involved in biosynthesis of cuticular pheromones in Drosophila melanogaster27 which was
boosted by sequencing of the D. melanogaster genome28. The mFADs substrates and products
were determined by its heterologous expression in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, benefiting
from previous work which showed that a rat mFAD is active when heterologously expressed
in S. cerevisiae25. Characterization of insect mFADs via determination of their unsaturated
products directly in the yeast heterologous expression system overcame inherent difficulties
connected to the in vitro work with membrane enzymes26 and started a prolific research field
centered around insect pheromone biosynthetic mFADs. Employing yeast expression system,
45 years after the first pheromone discovery, a multifunctional mFAD from B. mori involved
in biosynthesis of the pheromone, bombykol, was described29. mFADs retained position of
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the most studied pheromone-biosynthetic enzymes with over 50 insect mFADs functionally
characterized until these days30 and were implied in evolution of pheromone communication
and in origin of new lepidopteran and dipteran species31.
Currently, powerful novel techniques such as next-generation sequencing methods32
are revolutionizing biological sciences. With respect to the insect research, cost-effective
genome and transcriptome sequencing deepen our insight into biology of model insect species
but importantly also provides an unprecedented access to the biology and evolution of nonmodel insect species33,34, including the molecular basis of insect SP communication and its
evolution35–40.

1.2 Unsaturated fatty acid (UFA) biosynthesis
Unsaturated fatty acids (UFAs) play an essential role in maintenance of the proper cell
membrane structure and function in virtually all organism41,42. In mammals, polyunsaturated
FAs serve as precursors of biologically active eicosanoids, i.e. prostaglandins and
leukotrienes, which are involved in regulation of key biological processes such as
inflammation or pain43. In insects, UFA-derivatives represent one of the most widespread
pheromone structural type44.
Majority of organisms can produce UFAs de novo from basic building blocks such as
acetyl-CoA via either of two fundamentally distinct pathways; in some bacteria, such as
Escherichia coli45 or Streptococcus sp.46, monounsaturated fatty acids are produced
anaerobically by skipping one double bond reduction step during FA biosynthesis which
results in retention of a double bond in the growing FA chain47. In contrast, UFAs in all
eukaryotes and many prokaryotes are biosynthesized from saturated FAs by oxygendependent di-iron oxidoreductases, fatty acyl desaturases (FADs)48.
FADs are remarkable enzymes which can break a strong C-H bond (dissociation
energy ≈ 400 kJ/mol) in an unactivated fatty acyl chain at a precise position along its
hydrocarbon backbone in a process involving reactive oxo-intermediate formed by activation
of molecular oxygen by di-iron center49. Two evolutionary unrelated classes of apparently
convergent FADs exist50: soluble FADs (sFADs), which are expressed exclusively in the
stroma of plant plastids and desaturate fatty acyls bound to acyl carrier protein (ACP), and
membrane-bound FADs (mFADs), which are ubiquitous in eukaryotes and some prokaryotes
and desaturate fatty acyls in form of fatty acyl-CoA or lipid-linked fatty acyls. The two FAD
classes share di-iron active center which is in each FAD class, however, coordinated by
distinctly organized histidine-rich motifs48,51.
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1.2.1

Membrane fatty acyl desaturases (mFADs)
mFADs belong to a superfamily of oxygen-dependent membrane di-iron-containing

enzymes which share common features such as a conserved tripartite histidine-rich motif
coordinating two iron atoms in active center. The superfamily further includes enzymes
involved in oxygenation and desaturation of lipidic and hydrophobic compounds such as
bacterial membrane alkane hydroxylases/epoxidases

52

and xylene hydroxylases53, membrane

sphingolipid hydroxylases54, membrane fatty acyl desaturase/conjugases55, membrane fatty
acyl acetylenases and epoxidases56 and membrane fatty acyl hydroxylases48,49,51,57,58.
mFADs are present in cell membranes of some bacteria59,60, thylakoid and cytoplasmic
membranes of cyanobacteria61, thylakoid and cytoplasmic membranes of plants, and
ubiquitously in the eukaryotic endoplasmic reticulum membranes48. The ER mFADs, which
we will focus on throughout this thesis, use an electron pair supplied by NADH via an
electron transport system consisting of NADH: cyctochrome b5 reductase and cytochrome
b549. Slight modification of this electron-supply chain is seen in some mFADs which are
fused with an N- or C-terminal cytochrome b5 domain which functionally replaces
cytochrome b562,63.
1.2.1.1 mFAD structure
The recently published crystal structures of two closely related mammalian mFADs
with bound fatty-acyl CoA substrate provided first direct structural insights into mFADs64,65
(Figure 1). In agreement with previous topology predictions25 and topology-mapping
experiments66, the crystal structure shows 4 transmembrane α-helices and a large
extramembrane portion of the enzyme including active center localized to the cytosolic side of
the ER membrane (Figure 1). The di-iron active center is coordinated by an ordered water
molecule and nine conserved histidine residues. Eight of the coordinating histidines are
organized in a tripartite histidine-rich motif which was previously shown to be essential for
mFAD activity53 (Figure 1D). As an exception, a distinct class of mFADs was described to
have a histidine residue in the third histidine-rich motif replaced by catalytically essential
glutamine67. Notably, the iron atoms of the mFAD active center are replaced in crystal
structures of both mammalian mFADs by zinc atoms, presumably as an artifact of protein
heterologous expression64,65.
The organization of the mFAD active center contrasts with the carboxylate-bridged diiron active center of sFADs which is coordinated by conserved histidine and aspartic or
glutamic acid residues49,68,69. The crystalized mouse mFADs is a monomer according to the
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small interacting surfaces in crystal lattice and size-exclusion chromatography65 although
previous experiments indicated that yeast mFAD is a homodimer in vivo70.

Figure 1. Crystal structure of mouse Z9-mFAD. (A-C) mFAD is predicted to be anchored in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membrane (displayed as dashed lines) by four transmembrane helices (TM1-TM4). (B) The
cross-section of mFAD protein surface shows the long, narrow, and bend substrate binding tunnel occupied by
16:0-CoA substrate (shown as a stick model with green hydrocarbon chain). The zinc atoms of di-metal active
center are shown as light-blue spheres (only one atom visible here). (C) Membrane topology of mFAD shows
transmembrane helices TM1 - TM4, amphipathic helices AH1 – AH3 presumably residing at the interface of the
mFAD cytosolic domain and the ER membrane, and cytosolic helices H2 – H11. (D) Detailed view of the
mFAD active center displays interatomic distances (in Å) between the nine histidine residues and a water
molecule (shown as a red sphere hydrogen bonded by asparagine residue) coordinating two zinc atoms, and C9
and C10 atoms of 16:0-CoA hydrocarbon moiety (truncated chain shown in green) which are the site of catalytic
hydrogen removal. The structure models were rendered in PyMOL Viewer software71 using mouse Z9-mFAD
crystal structure (Protein Data Bank code 4YMK)65. The topology model was adapted from65.

1.2.1.2 mFAD enzymatic specificity
Since the number, position and stereochemistry of double bond(s) critically influence
the biophysical properties of UFAs and, with respect to FA-derived pheromones, also
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underlies their behavioral activity, the investigation of mechanisms, which underlie particular
desaturase specificity, represents an active research field. The research conducted on mFADs
mainly aims at identifying desaturase specificity determinants which would enable
engineering of mFADs for production of economically or industrially relevant UFAs such as
polyunsaturated UFAs serving as nutritional supplements or starting material in chemical
industry72. Another major goal is uncovering structural details of mFADs which might enable
rational design of specific inhibitors targeting mFADs involved in human metabolic diseases
such as diabetes or obesity73 or mFADs essential for human pathogenic microorganisms such
as pathogenic yeasts74–76 and trypanosomatids77,78. Finally, the third source of mFAD research
motivation is uncovering the molecular basis of pheromone evolution by studying pheromone
biosynthetic mFADs40.
Enzymatic specificities of FADs can be classified using a range of criteria.
Stereospecificity describes the preferential production of one stereoisomer (E or Z).
Regiospecificity refers to the FAD preference towards the particular position of introduced
double bond along the fatty acyl hydrocarbon chain and also indicates which part of the
substrate molecule presumably serves as a reference point for positioning of the double bond.
Substrate specificity denotes the FAD preference towards a particular chain length, towards
presence of pre-existing double bond(s) at particular position(s) or of particular
stereochemical configuration, and towards particular head group of fatty acyl substrate, i.e.
acyl-CoA or acyl-lipid substrates79. Moreover, hydroxylated (and less commonly also
acetylenated - i.e. bearing a triple bond) products can accompany the desaturated products as
a result of mechanistic similarity between the reaction mechanisms80,81, introducing
chemospecificity as an additional specificity mode. Some mFADs also exhibit fatty acyl
conjugase activity, i.e. capability to produce a system of conjugated double bonds by a
reaction mechanism involving shift of the position of preexisting double bond82,83. Together,
the amassed knowledge on FADs indicates that, although numerous FADs are highly specific
and produce only a limited set of unsaturated products, FADs often follow more than one
specificity mode, such as mFADs involved in sequential biosynthesis of UFAs with multiple
double bonds84,85.
Throughout this work we will adhere to the established nomenclature for UFAs and
FADs, i.e. ∆X to indicate that the double bond of unspecified stereoisomerism is positioned
between X and X+1 atom of fatty acyl chain; E/ZX to indicate the position of E- or Z-double
bond; and X:Y to indicate a fatty acyl chain with X carbon atoms containing Y double
bonds86. As an example, E10,Z12-16:2 represents diunsaturated 16 carbon atom-long FA with
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double bonds of E and Z-stereochemistry at positions ∆10 and ∆12, respectively. The “∆X”
notation provides an apparent FAD regiospecificity with respect to the carboxyl group,
however, it was shown that particularly for mFADs introducing successive double bonds, the
preexisting double bond or methyl-end carbon atom might also act as a reference for
positioning the successive double bonds, so additional information might be necessary to
comprehensively describe the mFAD specificity84,85.
mFADs producing Z9-16:1 and Z9-18:1 monounsaturated FAs are the most widespread eukaryotic mFADs, followed by mFADs with Z5, Z6, Z12 and Z15-regiospecificity
which introduce subsequent double bonds into UFAs. mFADs however evolved an
excessively wide range of specificities48. With respect to the preferred substrate head group,
majority of mFADs in animals and insects desaturate acyl-CoA with possible exception of
some animal mFADs which presumably desaturate acyl-lipids and are involved in
biosynthesis of polyunsaturated fatty acids87,88. The experimental evidence on the identity of
mFAD substrate head group is, however, scarce and its prediction relies mainly on mFAD
protein sequence comparison79.
1.2.1.3 mFAD enzymatic specificity determinants
The lack of structural data for mFADs until recently64,65 was compensated by efforts to
identify the specificity determinants by either random mutagenesis or rational mutagenesis of
mFADs guided by topology predictions and sequence comparisons of mFADs with distinct
specificities. For the characterization of mFADs and their mutants, functional expression in
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was developed to overcome the necessity of isolation and
purification of mFADs25. In this assay, a desaturase-deficient yeast strain heterologously
expresses mFAD of interest which forms an active desaturase complex with the yeast
cytochrome b5 and NADH: cyctochrome b5 reductase and produces UFAs which
complement the yeast UFA auxotrophy. UFA products can be subsequently extracted from
yeast biomass and analyzed using e.g. gas chromatography with mass spectrometric detection
(GC/MS). The system can be employed also for characterization of mFADs which produce
UFAs not complementing the yeast UFA auxotrophy89 by i) using yeast strain which is not
desaturase-deficient (in this case, the rather simple UFA profile of yeast resulting from
presence of a single yeast Z9-mFAD facilitates the identification of novel UFA products90) or
ii) by supplementing the desaturase-deficient yeast strain with Z9-UFAs into the cultivation
medium91. Alternatively, baculovirus-insect cells expression system were used for functional
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characterization of heterologously expressed mFADs29. and plant expression systems were
used for study of plant acyl-lipid mFADs58.
Mutageneses of acyl-lipid and acyl-CoA mFADs from diverse organisms indicate that
the determinants of the substrate chain length preference can be localized to the second
transmembrane helix (TM2)65,92,93. The comparison of the mutated mFADs sequences to the
sequences of crystalized mammalian mFADs indicates that amino acid residues from TM2
form the end of the substrate binding channel which presumably interacts with the methyl end
of the mFAD substrate acyl moiety64,65. Mutagenesis studies which probed the effect of
individual residues suggests that the volume of a limited number of amino acid residues
presumably capping the end of the substrate binding tunnel plays a pivotal role in the
substrate chain length preference65,92. Also sequence comparison of closely related mFADs
which differ in the substrate chain length preference supports the role of the residues localized
in the TM2 region27,65. In insect acyl-CoA mFAD, a single amino acid mutation in TM1 was
sufficient for shifting both its regio- and substrate specificity94. A recent study on rat ∆6-acyllipid mFAD indicated that its ∆6-specificity can be i) transformed into ∆5/∆6-specificity by
mutating a single aa which is localized in the rat mFAD structural homology model to the end
of the substrate binding tunnel or ii) changed to ∆5-specificity by several amino acid
mutations, some of them localized to the opening of substrate binding tunnel, a presumed site
of fatty-acyl head group binding95.
The acyl-lipid mFAD regiospecificity was shown to be controlled by regions or
individual amino acid residues which are located in the mFAD primary structure adjacent to
the conserved histidine motifs84,96,97, in the third predicted transmembrane helix98, or in the
region between the first and second conserved histidine-rich motif99.
The analysis of effect of targeted mutagenesis on plant acyl-lipid mFAD
stereospecificity highlighted four amino acid residues, each of them capable of substantially
shifting the E/Z ratio of desaturated products100. Mutagenesis of a plant acyl-lipid mFAD
exhibiting conjugase activity indicated that two amino acid residues adjacent to the first
histidine-rich conserved region cooperatively influence the ratio of produced conjugated E/Z
isomers Z9,E11,Z13-18:3 and Z9,E11,E13-18:3101.
The shift in of chemispecificity, i.e. shift from desaturation to hydroxylation58,80
reaction, requires in acyllipid mFADs as little as single amino acid residue substitution
localized to the proximity of the conserved mFAD histidines. The mFAD catalytic plasticity,
i.e. the ability to change the chemispecificity as a result of limited number of amino acid
substitutions, is proposed to substantially contribute to the plant lipid diversity58. Another
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example of mFAD catalytic plasticity is the shift of enzymatic activity in a plant acetylenase
towards desaturase activity following one to four amino acid mutations. However, these
mutations are localized to mFAD structural features distinct from those which influence
hydroxylation/desaturation ratio100.
Yet another mechanism of control of mFAD regiospecificity, which was identified in
plant acyllipid mFAD, is represented by the identity of the lipidic substrate head group which
can influence the regiospecificity of the desaturation reaction102.
The crystal structures provided a direct experimental evidence for a kinked narrow
hydrophobic substrate binding tunnel which extends approximately 24 Å into the enzyme
interior and binds fatty acyl tail of fatty acyl-CoA substrate (Figure 1). The binding of fatty
acyl-CoA is further mediated by interaction of polar CoA substrate moiety with residues at
the enzyme surface in the vicinity of substrate binding pocket64,65. The carbon atoms C9 and
C10 of the fatty acyl substrate moiety are positioned in the binding tunnel in proximity of diiron active center, resulting in the Z9-regioselective and stereoselective desaturation (Figure
1D). The kink in the binding tunnel, however, acts also as barrier which hinders the binding
and release of fatty acyl substrate and product, respectively. One plausible mechanism of the
substrate insertion and product egress from the narrow kinked binding tunnel is the breakage
of hydrogen bond between the kink-forming amino acid residues65.
To summarize, substantial research efforts led to identification of sequence
determinants of mFADs specificity in diverse organisms. However, the absence of
experimental structure or a reliable mFAD homology model until recently precluded
formulation of a definite hypothesis on mechanism of specificity determination. Instead, these
studies mainly correlated specificity determinants with predicted mFAD structural features
such as transmembrane helices or conserved histidine-rich motifs. Importantly the
mutagenesis experiments concordantly indicated that all specificity modes of mFADs can be
substantially influenced by a small number of amino acid residue substitutions.
1.2.2

Soluble fatty acyl desaturases (sFADs)
The much easier purification of sFADs facilitated the determination of the sFADs

crystal structures68,69. The sFAD crystal structures showed that each monomer of the sFAD
homodimer has a bent hydrophobic cavity extending into the enzyme interior (resembling the
substrate tunnel in mFADs) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The crystal structure of Z4-sFAD from English ivy (Hedera helix). (A) The sFAD homodimer
model rendered to show the enzyme surface (left monomer) and secondary structure features (right monomer).
Two active center iron atoms (light-blue spheres) are visible in the right monomer. (B) The cross section of
sFAD monomer showing an unoccupied substrate binding cavity and two iron atoms of the active center
localized in the vicinity of the kink in the substrate binding cavity. The structure models were rendered in
PyMOL Viewer software71 using Z4-sFAD crystal structure (Protein Data Bank code 2UW1)68.

The fatty acyl-ACP substrate is presumably inserted into the substrate binding cavity
with the methyl end first leaving the ACP substrate moiety interacting with the surfaceexposed amino acid residues68,69,103. The presence of active center consisting of di-iron center
coordinated by histidine residues, and glutamate carboxylate groups which form carboxylatebridged di-iron active center places sFADs into class I di-iron protein family, together with
enzymes which catalyze diverse oxygen-dependent reactions, such as hydroxylation (soluble
methane monooxygenase104 and toluene/o-xylene monooxygenase

105

), aryl amine oxidation

(p-aminobenzoate N-oxygenase106), synthesis of deoxyribonucleotides (ribonucleotide
reductase R2)107, and epoxidation (benzoyl-CoA epoxidase)108 (reviewed by 49,109,110). sFADs
provided hypothetical models for the architecture of substrate binding region in mFADs
although the early experiments indicated that the substrate binding channel of mFADs is able
to accommodate substrates with bulky side chains in contrast to sFADs, indicating that the
substrate binding site might have fundamentally different architecture in mFADs and
sFADs111.
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1.2.2.1 sFAD enzymatic specificity determinants
Given the extensive similarities of substrate binding site and di-iron active center
architecture of mFADs and sFADs, we will briefly summarize also studies of specificity
determinants in sFADs as these provide insights into desaturase specificity determinants
presumably transferable also to mFADs. In sFADs, the length of substrate binding channel
from the enzyme surface to the di-iron active center was proposed, based on the sFAD crystal
structure, as a plausible determinant of position of introduced double bond with respect to the
carboxy terminus of the fatty acyl-ACP substrate; the length of substrate binding channel
from the active center to the end was proposed to influence the preferred fatty acyl chain
length. The geometry of fatty acyl substrate is presumably constrained by the bend in the
substrate binding channel which explains the Z-stereospecifity of the crystalized sFADs68,69.
The substrate chain length selectivity for 18 carbon atom long acyls over shorter fatty acyls
was correlated with the higher hydrophobic binding energy of longer fatty acyls112.
Discrimination of fatty acyl substrate chain length was demonstrated to be controlled
by the volume of amino acid residues at the bottom of the substrate binding cavity. In sitedirected mutagenesis experiments, sFAD mutants with bulkier and smaller residues in this
region exhibited increased preference towards shorter and longer fatty acyl chains,
respectively113. The critical role of residue volume at the bottom of sFAD substrate binding
channel was confirmed also in additional mutagenesis experiments114,115
The regiospecificity of sFADs was demonstrated to be controlled by regions localized
distantly to the active center, i.e. by charged residues at the opening of substrate binding
cavity that interact with the negatively charged residues of ACP substrate moiety. In this
structure-aided study, substitution of negatively charged residues for positively charged
residues switched ∆9 and ∆4 regiospecificity presumably by influencing the depth of insertion
of fatty acyl into the substrate binding tunnel103. Combination of amino acid substitutions at
the end of substrate binding channel and in the ACP-binding site at the opening of the
substrate binding channel triggered even more profound changes in the reaction outcome of
Z9-sFAD, resulting in introduction of hydroxyl group and double bond isomerization in the
sFAD products. The novel enzymatic activities of this sFAD mutant were rationalized by
modified positioning of the substrate with respect to the active center, which results in shift of
the site of the initial hydrogen removal and subsequent hydroxyl rebound116.
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1.3 Pheromones
Exchange of information between an organism and its environment is one of the
characteristics of life. Chemical compounds probably represent the evolutionary first
communication medium used by aquatic and terrestrial organisms.
Pheromones, a large class of chemical signals which mediate communication between
organisms of the same species3, presumably evolved from metabolites leaking from the
organism and this evolutionary transition occurred independently many times as is indicated
by the diversity of i) specialized cells, glands and organs used for production and detection of
chemical signals, ii) chemical compounds serving as pheromones, iii) physiological and
behavioral responses which pheromones trigger in organisms, and iv) by the wide
phylogenetic distribution of pheromone communication in eukaryotic organisms. Pheromones
serve as one of communication channels in extant terrestrial and aquatic organisms including
insects, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and marine invertebrates117.
The pheromone diversity is reflected by the numerous criteria according which they
can be categorized. According to the character of their biological effect, pheromones can be
classified as releaser and primer pheromones. Releaser pheromones trigger rapid and
temporary changes in behavior whereas primer pheromones cause long-lasting changes of
behavior and physiology. Hundreds of releaser pheromones from thousands of organisms are
known but much less primer pheromones are described, mainly because of the difficulties
connected with assaying of their mainly physiological effects on organisms. Pheromones can
be further classified according to the biosynthetic origin of the compound or according to the
particular biological function they serve117. In this thesis we will focus on FA-derived releaser
pheromones which are used by insects to find a partner of the same species for mating – i.e.
sex pheromones.
1.3.1

Insect pheromones
Pheromones are involved in intraspecific communication in diverse prokaryotic and

eukaryotic organisms, presumably also humans118, but particularly in insects they serve a
variety of functions and influence almost all aspects of the insects lives including attraction of
mating partners; communication of imminent danger; providing navigation cues for
orientation and foraging; marking the fertility and dominance status, sex or relatedness; and
organizing social insect communities117.
The pheromone communication system generally involves pheromone producer which
biosynthesizes and secretes the pheromone on its surface or into its environment, and a
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conspecific pheromone receiver which detects the signal, neurally processes it and responds
via a change in its behavior or physiology119.
Based on their chemical structure, pheromones can be classified as acyclic
hydrocarbon chains (branched or unbranched, with various functional modifications, with or
without heteroatoms), lactones, aromatics, and heterocycles. According to their biosynthetic
origin, insect pheromones can be classified as FAs and their derivatives, polyketides,
terpenoids, derivatives of amino acids and peptides, derivatives of diet-acquired alkaloids, and
compounds of mixed biosynthetic origin44.
A comprehensive review of the almost ubiquitous insect pheromones is beyond the
scope of this thesis. Below we rather provide examples of those insect pheromones which
were studied with respect to their biosynthesis with a focus on FA-derived insect sex
pheromones (SPs) (Figure 3). We define SPs here as either male or female-produced
compounds and their mixtures which attract mating partner of the same species, encourages it
for mating or triggers other behavioral response related to reproduction. SPs are possibly the
most studied pheromone class thanks to the extensive research of moth female FA-derived
SPs and of cuticular hydrocarbon SPs present across insect orders.
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Figure 3. Examples of FA-derived [1-9] and non-FA-derived [10-13] insect pheromones and pheromone
components. [1] Honeybee (Apis mellifera) queen sex pheromone and major component of honeybee retinue
pheromone; [2] bombykol, female silkmoth (Bombyx mori) sex pheromone; [3] an essential component of the
tobacco hornworm moth (Manduca sexta) female SP; [4] SP of the cabbage looper moth (Trichoplusia ni); [5ab] female SP components of the saltmarsh caterpillar moth (Estigmene acrea); [6a-c] major and minor
components of the common housefly (Musca domestica) female cuticular hydrocarbon SP; [7] japonilure, female
SP of some Scarabaeidae beetles; [8] trail pheromone and SP of a termite Ancistrotermes pakistanicus
(Termitidae, Macrotermitinae); [9] major male SP component in Nasonia parasitic wasps; [10] danaidone, major
male SP component of many danaid butterfly species; [11] spiroacetal compound used as female SP in the olive
fly Bactrocera oleae; [12] (S)-2,3-dihydrofarnesol, major component of the buff-tailed bumblebee (Bombus
terrestris) male marking pheromone; [13] cis-verbenol, a major aggregation pheromone component in many
bark beetles; [14] the principal component of the nitidulid beetle Carpophilus freemani aggregation pheromone;.
Structures redrawn according to44,120,121.

1.3.1.1 Non-FA-derived insect pheromones
Terpenoids (also called isoprenoids), i.e. derivatives of compounds consisting of one
or more isoprene units, are among the most widespread and diverse groups of insect
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secondary metabolites. In many bark beetle species (Coleoptera: Scolytinae), economically
important pests of conifer trees, terpenoids are used as major components of aggregation
pheromones attracting both sexes to a host tree to overwhelm the host tree defense122.
Terpenoids are also components of bumblebee male marking pheromones used to attract
virgin bumblebee queens (compound [12] in Figure 3)123 (see chapter 2.3.1.2 - FA-derived
insect pheromones for further details on bumblebee pheromones).
Another vastly diverse group of insect pheromones are (putative) polyketides. These
compounds have often unclear biosynthetic origin but based on their structure they are
proposed to be produced by polyketide synthases (PKS) which catalyze condensation of
carboxyl units, analogously to fatty acid synthases (FASs). In contrast to FASs, PKSs can
produce much more complex chemical structures than FASs124. Polyketides serve a variety of
biological roles in diverse insects, such as male-produced aggregation pheromones or femaleproduced SPs in various anobiid beetles (Coleoptera: Anobiidae) (compound [14] in Figure
3); alarm and trail pheromones in ants; or SPs in some flies (compound [11] in Figure 3)125.
Some insects also modify complex chemicals from their diet to produce pheromones
such as some lepidopteran males including danaid butterflies (Lepidoptera: Danaidae) and
tiger moths (Lepidoptera: Arctiinae) which transform plant pyrrolizidine alkaloids to volatile
SPs (compound [10] in Figure 3)126 or bark beetles which produce some of their aggregation
pheromone components by modification of diet-acquired compounds (i.e. of host tree derived
α-pinene or heptane) (compound [13] in Figure 3)122.
1.3.1.2 FA-derived insect pheromones
FA-derived pheromones are the most common pheromone structural theme in insects
involved in diverse biological contexts44, represented by thousands of described compounds
and their mixtures. Depending on the chain length, unsaturation and presence of oxygenated
groups, FA-derived pheromones function either as volatile compounds for communication at
long-range, or, less volatile compounds function as contact or short-range pheromones. The
contact pheromones are mainly represented by cuticular FA-derived hydrocarbons and
function as nestmate- and reproductive status clues in complex interactions between social
insects. In non-social insects they serve mainly as species- or gender-recognition signals127,128.
In contrast, volatile FA-derived pheromones, such as female moth SPs, generally function as
long-range attractants.
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Moths and butterflies (Lepidoptera)
Finding of a conspecific mating partner is in majority of noctuid lepidopterans – moths
mediated by female-produced SPs. Two major types of female moth SPs are recognized – i)
saturated or unsaturated C10-C18 straight-chain FA- derived aldehydes, alcohols and acetates
(compounds [2-4] in Figure 3), and ii) C17-C23 UFA-derived hydrocarbons and their
epoxides (compounds [5a-b] in Figure 3)13. The former female moth SP class accounts for cca
75% of identified female moth pheromones11 and represents thus probably the most studied
type of insect pheromones, being described from hundreds of moth species12 where they act as
long-range SPs.
Butterflies, i.e. lepidopterans with day activity, use visual signals rather than
pheromones as the principal mating cues129, but FA-derived SPs were found to be used in
some butterfly species as components of male short-range SPs130.
Ants, wasps and bees (Hymenoptera)
In social hymenoptera, i.e. ants, and social wasps and bees, a spectrum of FA-derived
pheromones - particularly hydrocarbons but also free FAs and FA-derivatives with
oxygenated functional groups, FA-derived alcohols and esters function in coordinating the
complex interactions among the members of the insect society131. I will briefly review their
spectrum and functions in the honeybee (Apis mellifera).
In the honeybee, pheromones constitute the most complex described pheromone
communication system in insects132,133. Many of the honeybee pheromones include FA
derivatives. These are i) the queen retinue pheromone, a blend of short-chain hydroxy-FAs,
FA-derived alcohols, methyl esters and free FAs, and non-FA-derived compounds. The
components of queen retinue pheromone act in synergy or as individual components as both
primer and releaser pheromone regulating many aspects of the bee colony organization and
function also as a long-range SP attracting honeybee males for mating (compound [1] in
Figure 3)134,135; ii) fatty acyl ethyl esters produced by foraging bee workers to inhibit the
transition of bee workers from nurses to foragers136; iii) brood pheromone consisting of
mixture of fatty acyl ethyl esters and non-FA-derived compounds produced by bee larva
which triggers a range of behavioral and physiological responses in bee workers137–139; iv)
cuticular hydrocarbons contributing to recognition of honeybee nestmates140; and v) certain
cuticular hydrocarbons produced by foraging bees performing waggle dance serving as an
additional signal to recruit foragers to a food resource141.
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In majority of bumblebee species, primitively eusocial bees, FA derivatives in form of
both saturated and unsaturated alcohols, ethyl esters and aldehydes are components of
complex labial gland secretion, termed marking pheromones, which are deposited by males
on prominent objects to attract and arrest conspecific virgin females and thus mediate
mating123. Despite the absence of behavioral assay for the individual compounds of labial
gland extract, the FA derivatives are presumed to be biologically active components of the
marking pheromone since i) isolated virgin bumblebee queen antennae respond in
electroantennogram recordings to the FA-derived components142,143 and ii) FA-derivatives
represent the major components in the labial gland secretion of some bumblebee species such
as the while-tailed bumblebee Bombus lucorum144,145 and the red-tailed bumblebee B.
lapidarius146.
In parasitic wasps of the genus Nasonia, males use FA-derived lactones as SPs
(compound [9] in Figure 3)147,148.
Flies (Diptera)
Research on the house fly Musca domestica and Drosophila flies followed by research
on other economically important dipteran species indicates that many fly species use saturated
or unsaturated very long chain FA- derived cuticular hydrocarbons (more than 20 carbon
atoms) and corresponding epoxides and ketones as contact pheromones mediating a broad
range of behavioral effects connected to mating such as species and sex recognition
(compounds [6a-c] in Figure 3). The courtship signals in flies are, however, complex, and in
numerous fly species visual and acoustic stimuli accompany or replace the pheromone
stimuli149.
Cockroaches and termites (Blattodea)
Cuticular contact pheromones in form of saturated long chain methyl-branched
ketones are used by females of the German cockroach Blattella germanica to mediate sex and
species recognition and induce courtship44,150.
In termites (Blattodea: Isoptera), eusocial insect group taxonomically positioned
within cockroaches, cuticular hydrocarbons play a range of roles in colony organization
similar to those in social Hymenoptera and they also serve as trail marking pheromones
involved in navigation of nestmates (compound [8] in Figure 3)131.
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Beetles (Coleoptera)
Beetles are with over 350,000 described species and up to several millions of
presumably undescribed species the largest animal group. Their diversity is reflected by the
diversity of their pheromone chemical structures151. Beetles frequently employ also FAderived pheromones such as hydroxy-FA-derived lactones functioning as female SPs in many
scarab beetles (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae)152 (compound [7] in Figure 3) or cuticular
hydrocarbons in longhorn beetles (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae) serving as female contact
SP153.

1.4 Biosynthesis of insect FA-derived sex pheromones (SPs)
FA-biosynthetic and FA-modifying enzymes, which in insect biosynthesize ubiquitous
FA-derived constituents of cellular membrane lipids, storage lipids, and protective cuticular
waxes and hydrocarbons154, presumably served as a genetic pool from which pheromone
biosynthetic enzymes evolved via divergence of the original functions155.
Pheromones are produced in a variety of glandular cell types classified based on the
route which pheromones follows to cross the cuticular barrier, such as glandular cells
localized under the cuticle versus cells which are connected with the insect exterior via a duct.
Glandular cells, which localize to a discrete area, form pheromone glands, which can either
include a reservoir to store the pheromone for later release (such as bumblebee male labial
glands) or releases the pheromone immediately upon biosynthesis (e.g. female moth SP
glands)156.
The research of FA-derived SP biosynthesis in a limited number of model insect
species, i.e. cuticular hydrocarbons in cockroaches, flies and bees127, and female SPs in
moths157 indicates that the species-specific pheromone structure or pheromone blend
composition is a result of combination of several conserved biosynthetic steps acting in a
particular order157 (Figure 4). Each of these steps exhibit distinct binding or catalytic
selectivity and contribute to the unique pheromone compound structure or pheromone blend
composition. Notably, selectivity in each biosynthetic step can differently contribute to the
final pheromone composition - some of the steps are highly selective whereas others accept
and transform broad spectrum of pheromone precursors158,159.
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Figure 4. Representative examples of FA-derived pheromone biosynthetic pathways in moths
(Lepidoptera; A and B), cockroaches (Blattodea; C), and flies (Diptera; D). (A) Biosynthesis of salt marsh
caterpillar moth (Estigmene acrea) female SP from diet-acquired PUFA. (B) A general biosynthetic scheme of
moth female SPs illustrating how alternative orders of FA chain shortening and desaturation steps combined with
modification of the primary oxygenated functional group generate diverse SP structures. For clarity, only one
desaturation step (with Z11 regiospecificity) is shown. (C) Biosynthesis of the female German cockroach
(Blattela germanica) SP. (D) Biosynthesis of the female housefly (Musca domestica) SP. The pheromone
biosynthetic schemes were adapted from157.

The first pheromone biosynthetic step is de novo biosynthesis of FA. The length of
synthesized FA chain is influenced by either the specificity of fatty acid synthases (FASs), by
activity of FA elongases (which are of particular importance in the biosynthesis of the C20+
long cuticular hydrocarbons127), by β-oxidation resulting in FA chain shortening, or by
combination of these mechanisms. Notably, a distinct class of membrane-bound FASs, rather
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than the ubiquitous soluble cytosolic FASs, is involved in biosynthesis of methyl-branched
hydrocarbons160–162. The composition of pool of FAs available for pheromone biosynthesis
can be further influenced by extracellular uptake of long FAs163, synthesis of FA-storing
triacylglycerols164,165, and selective release of FAs from their storage (or transport) form166.
As a deviation from the de novo FA biosynthetic scheme, some moths biosynthesize FAderived SPs from diet-acquired polyunsaturated FAs167 which are either in form of pheromone
precursor or as a final pheromone compounds transported to the pheromone gland168.
Subsequent SP biosynthetic steps generally involve modifications of the fatty acyl
hydrocarbon chain, i.e. introduction of double or triple bond(s), or introduction of oxygenated
groups such as hydroxyl or epoxide groups. After this step, additional round(s) of β-oxidation
can shorten the hydrocarbon chain of fatty acyl pheromone precursors. The order of chain
shortening and hydrocarbon modification steps is of particular importance as it defines the
position of the modifications along the fatty acyl hydrocarbon chain in the final pheromone
compound157.
Next, the primary carboxyl group of fatty acyls can be esterified to e.g. ethyl esters,
reduced to alcohol (which can be further esterified to e.g. acetate) or to aldehyde. Aldehydes
can be reductively decarbonylated to hydrocarbons. The FA-modifying enzymes generally
accept as substrate fatty acyl-CoA rather than free, non-activated FAs157.
Some of the pheromone biosynthetic proteins were studied both in vivo and, using
isolated genes and proteins, also in vitro, i.e. mFADs (see further below), fatty acyl reductases
involved in production of fatty alcohols158,169–176, acyltransferase involved in synthesis of FAstoring triacylglycerols165,177, lipases involved in hydrolytic release of FA pheromone
precursors from storage triacylglycerols166,178,179, lipid storage droplet protein involved in
activation of triacylglycerols for hydrolysis180, long chain acyl-CoA binding protein
presumably involved in protecting fatty acyl-CoA against hydrolysis and establishment of a
cellular fatty acyl-CoA pool181, fatty acid transport proteins mediating extracellular uptake of
FAs163, and cytochrome P450 enzyme involved in reductive decarbonylation of FAs to
hydrocarbons182.
For majority of the pheromone biosynthetic steps, however, the genes and enzymes
remain to be identified and characterized, i.e. enzymes catalyzing FA elongation

183,184

FA chain shortening15,134,185,186, epoxide group formation187,188, acetate ester formation

and

159,189

,

oxidation of fatty alcohols to aldehydes190–193; lipophorins transporting hydrocarbon
pheromone precursors168; and enzymes involved in FA biosynthesis - acetyl-CoA
carboxylase194 and fatty acid synthase (FAS)195.
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Among the pheromone biosynthetic enzymes, the most attention received mFADs.
The research focus on pheromone biosynthetic mFADs is in part result of the sequence
conservation of mFAD sequences which facilitated isolation of desaturase genes from a broad
range of species and their subsequent study. But despite this research bias, diverse enzymatic
specificities of mFADs are now recognized as key contributors to the diversity of female
moth SPs and important players in biosynthesis of cuticular hydrocarbon profiles in many
insect families (see also chapter 2.5.1.2.1 – Evolution of insect mFADs).

1.5 Evolution of insect FA-derived SPs
The diversity of FA-derived SPs has been documented on thousands of insect
12

species , but the molecular mechanisms as well as the ecological selective forces underlying
this diversity remain not well understood.
Presumably a key ecological driving force for SP divergence is the role of speciesspecific SP composition as a pre-mating reproductive barrier which prevents hybridization
between closely related sympatric species, i.e. species co-occurring in the same geographic
area196,197. Notably, the divergence of cuticular hydrocarbon SPs was demonstrated in two
related Drosophila species which were experimentally kept in sympatry, representing thus a
rare experimental evidence of the evolutionary selection towards SP diversification198. The
change in pheromone composition can also be an adaptation to prevent eavesdropping on
pheromone communication by parasites and predators199 as was proposed for the distinct
terpenoid pheromone composition in two bark beetle (Coleoptera: Scolytidae) populations in
response to the pressure exerted by predatory clerid beetles (Coleoptera: Cleridae)200. Similar
mechanism might presumably shape also composition of FA-derived SPs197. Also the
physiochemical properties of the pheromone compounds can be under differential selective
pressure exerted by the environment as was proposed and then also experimentally
demonstrate for Drosophila cuticular hydrocarbon SPs which besides serving as a chemical
signal also protect the insects from desiccation201,202 203.
A major conundrums of SP composition evolution is the genetic mechanism which
maintains the high attractiveness and species-specificity of the signal204 but at the same time
enables rapid evolution of SP composition197. A physical linkage between genes controlling
signal production and signal reception would facilitate a rapid and evolution of the signal, as
is the case of acoustic sexual communication in crickets205. A linkage between female
pheromone production and male pheromone response was experimentally rejected in
moths206–208 although some evidence supports a common genetic basis of signal production
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and response in Drosophila209,210. As an alternative explanation for coordinated evolution of
the signal and response, research on SPs in moths helped establish asymmetric tracking as a
major hypothetical mechanism of SP diversification211. The hypothesis assumes that the
asymmetry in parental investments (larger investment of female and smaller investment of
male moths) results in lower selection pressure exerted on the female-produced signal than on
the male response. This evolutionary model would enable much higher variance in female
moth pheromone composition than have been previously assumed212. An abrupt “saltational”
change in female SP composition would result in a distinct SP that attracts males with more
broadly or differentially tuned SP preference – so called “rare males”211–214. Strong argument
for non-gradual change in SP composition is that small gradual changes might not establish an
efficient reproductive barrier to prevent hybridization of related sympatric species.
Assortative mating (the preferential mating of females producing a novel SP with males
attracted by this SP) could then restrict gene flow between subpopulations with distinct SP
which can ultimately lead to fixation of a novel SP composition and possibly speciation. The
model of asymmetric tracking, however, does not explain how new female SP can become
fixed if only few rare males respond to it31. Also challenging is to demonstrate the direct role
of SP diversification in speciation by study of SP differences in isolated species, as the
observed differences in SP communication might have accumulated only after the speciation
event31.
The asymmetric tracking is considered as a potential speciation mechanism in
moths215 and flies203. Saltational shift in pheromone composition was shown to be
characteristic also for the non-FA-derived aggregation pheromones of bark beetles
(Coleoptera: Scolytinae)216. The reproductive barrier imposed by SP communication system
can be further strengthened and fine-tuned by behavioral antagonists, i.e. pheromone
components which acts as deterrent for non-conspecifics217.
In contrast to SPs, other pheromones such as trail pheromones used for navigation or
alarm pheromones used to signal danger in ants and termites are not required to be highly
species specific and divergence of these types of pheromones in different species may mainly
represent adaptations to different habitats218.
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1.5.1

Molecular basis of insect FA-derived SP evolution

1.5.1.1 Signal receiver
In this thesis we focus on production of pheromone signal. The understanding of
mechanisms driving diversity of the signal receivers’ preference is, however, equally
important for understanding of the SP evolution31,197.
The pheromones are detected by olfactory sensory neurons (localized to the olfactory
sensillas in antennae or in some insect groups such as Diptera also to maxillary palps) in a
process involving odorant binding proteins and pheromone receptors219. Besides the
pheromone receptor genes which are obvious and relatively easily testable candidates for SP
preference divergence, male pheromone preference might diversify also via changes in other
components of the neurophysiological pathway31.
Multiple lines of evidence support the plasticity of moth male response to female SPs.
Male moths Adoxophyes honmai were found to exhibit broadened pheromone preference in
field and laboratory conditions by exposition to large quantities of synthetic pheromones220.
In male Trichoplusia ni moths, their pheromone preference broadened after 49 generations of
laboratory rearing with females producing abnormal pheromone blend221. In the population of
European corn borer moth males (Ostrinia nubilalis), rare males exist which are attracted by
the SP of the related Asian corn borer moth (O. furnacalis)213. Finally, in vitro
characterization of odorant receptors of male Ostrinia moth indicated that a single aa
substitution can alter the pheromone specificity of the receptor222.
1.5.1.2 Signal producer
Experimental evidence from research on fruit flies27,203,223, recent pioneering work on
male wasp SPs147 but particularly the amassed knowledge on moth SP communication (see
further below) indicate that the divergence of enzymatic specificities or regulation of SP
biosynthetic enzymes, including FA chain-shortening enzymes, FARs, and FADs, can
underlie SP signal divergence and potentially speciation. Changes in FA chain-shortening was
associated with changes in SP composition in several moth species186,224,225, however the
respective genes remain to be identified and functionally characterized. In contrast, FAR171,174
and FAD genes responsible for the shift of SP composition were previously isolated and the
respective enzymes functionally characterized.
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1.5.1.2.1 Evolution of insect mFADs
The mFAD gene family in insects presumably expanded before the divergence of the
lepidopteran and dipteran lineages between 330 and 350 million years ago226 and particularly
in flies and moths underwent extensive diversification under the birth-and-death evolutionary
model, that is, mFADs underwent numerous gene duplications and some of the gene
duplicates stayed active whereas some were inactivated or deleted from the genome227,228.
Subsequent divergence of the mFADs gave rise to a functionally diverse mFAD multigene
family which substantially contributes to the diversity of pheromone structures and
pheromones blends used by extant moth species155,229,230. Similarly, the mFAD gene family
expanded also in ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae), presumably in connection with their role in
chemical communication231.
Research of moth female SP biosynthetic genes led to characterization of more than 50
lepidopteran mFADs clustering into multiple well-supported clades including two
evolutionary distinct classes of mFADs exhibiting Z9-desaturase specificity and multitude of
functionally diverse classes, the largest of them encompassing Z11-mFADs229 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Lepidopteran mFAD gene family tree. Phylogenetic tree showing the relationships between
lepidopteran FADs. M. sexta desaturases are highlighted in red. B. mori desaturases are highlighted in blue.
Eight highly supported clades are colored and named. FADs are named by the genus and a single letter
abbreviation of the source species name followed by designation of the mFAD specificity, when available, or by
“nc” for mFADs that have not been functionally characterized or “nf” for mFADs that were functionally assayed
but no desaturase activity was detected. Numbers along branches indicate branch support calculated by
approximate likelihood ratio test (aLRT, minimum of SH- like and Chi2-based values). For GenBank sequence
accession numbers and full species names, see SI Appendix,Table S2 in232. Figure adapted from232.

In other insect species which use FA-derived pheromones, FADs have received
considerably less attention. To date, very few non-lepidopteran FADs involved in pheromone
production have been identified; such FADs have been reported in Drosophila (Diptera)27,233
and the housefly Musca domestica (Diptera)234. We have identified Z9-FADs from bumblebee
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species involved in biosynthesis of male marking pheromones30,235 representing the only
functionally characterized hymenopteran pheromone biosynthetic mFADs.
Besides pheromone-biosynthetic mFADs, Z9-mFADs involved in primary FA
metabolism have been cloned and functionally characterized from the red flour beetle
Tribolium

castaneum
237

(Orthoptera)

(Coleoptera)236

and

the

house

cricket

Acheta

domesticus

. Two Z12-mFADs involved in biosynthesis of physiologically important

polyunsaturated FAs were identified in the red flour beetle and the house cricket; these
mFADs were proposed to evolve independently from the ancestral Z9-mFADs238.
In Drosophila fly and several moth species, multiple genetic mechanism underlying
mFAD activity diversification were established or proposed to play a role in the pheromone
evolution,

including

activation

of

a

nonfunctional

FAD

gene213,239;

mFAD

neofunctionalization, i.e. mFAD gene duplication followed by its functional divergence240;
inactivation of mFAD gene241, or differential regulation of FAD gene expression27,242–245.
Together, the reviewed literature indicates that in Lepidoptera and Diptera, SP
communication is, despite the presumed restrictions imposed on the pheromone signal
producer and receiver, evolutionary surprisingly plastic. The genetic changes of pheromoneproducing mFADs are recognized as one of the major yet not fully understood molecular
mechanisms of the FA-derived pheromone evolution. In other insect orders, the molecular
mechanisms of FA-derived pheromone evolution are understood to even a lesser extent.
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2 Research aims
•

To explore the molecular basis of the moth sex pheromone evolution via identification
and characterization of the tobacco hornworm (Manduca sexta) fatty acid desaturases
involved in biosynthesis of unusual triunsaturated sex pheromone components
(Publication I).

•

To elucidate the contribution of differential enzymatic selectivities and expression
patterns of fatty acid desaturases to the species-specific composition of FA-derived
male marking pheromones in three European bumblebee species (Bombus terrestris,
B. lucorum, and B. lapidarius) (Publication II).

•

To identify fatty acid desaturases involved in biosynthesis of polyunsaturated fatty
acids in the opportunistic pathogenic yeast Candida parapsilosis and based on a
comprehensive analysis of the fatty acid desaturase products revise the current
classification of yeast desaturases (Publication III).
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3.1 Publication I: Evolution of moth sex pheromone composition
by a single amino acid substitution in a fatty acid desaturase
Background
Tobacco hornworm moth (Manduca sexta) females attract males by releasing a sex
pheromone (SP) containing in addition to mono- and diunsaturated aldehydes, which are
typical structural themes in SPs of Bombycoidea moths12, also uncommon conjugated
triunsaturated aldehydes. The production of triunsaturated SP components represents an easily
traceable rare phenotype, thus making M. sexta a convenient yet unexploited model organism
for unraveling the mechanisms of chemical communication evolution via novel SP
component recruitment. In our previous attempts to decipher the desaturation pathway leading
to triunsaturated SP precursors E10,E12,E14-16:3 and E10,E12,Z14-16:3 (3UFAs), we
identified the MsexD2 desaturase, which exhibits Z/E11-desaturase and conjugase (1,4dehydrogenase) activity and participates in stepwise production of monounsaturated SP
precursors Z11-16:1 and E11-16:1 (1UFAs) and diunsaturated SP precursors E10,E12-16:2
and E10,Z12-16:2 (2UFA)246. The terminal desaturation step resulting in the third conjugated
double bond and the respective enzyme remained, however, elusive246,247.
Summary
In the search for FAD genes involved in pheromone biosynthesis, we performed RNA
sequencing of M. sexta female PGs, the site of pheromone biosynthesis247, as well as
nonpheromone-producing tissues (female fat body, female labial palps, and larval midgut).
We identified 14 desaturase transcripts, of which 4 were abundant and enriched in the PG:
MsexD2, a previously characterized Z11-desaturase/conjugase involved in sequential
biosynthesis of 1UFA and 2UFA pheromone precursors246, and three FAD gene products,
MsexD3, MsexD5 and MsexD6. We expressed the candidate pheromone-biosynthetic FADs
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and using GC/MS analysis of transesterified lipidic yeast
extracts we determined the content of novel UFAs produced by the heterologously expressed
FADs. MsexD3 and MsexD5 biosynthesized 3UFAs via E/Z14 desaturation from
diunsaturated fatty acids (along with additional minor FA products) whereas MsexD6
produced Z11-18:1, a tentative precursor of minor M. sexta SP component. The substrates and
products of M. sexta SP-biosynthetic FADs determined in yeast expression system were
confirmed application of metabolic probes in vivo in the form of FAs and FAMEs to female
M. sexta PGs, particularly demonstrating the biosynthesis of 3UFAs from E10,E12-16:2 in
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vivo. Sequentially highly similar yet functionally diverse MsexD3 and MsexD2 were used in
site-directed mutagenesis experiments to uncover their specificity determinants. Initial set of
mutagenesis experiments highlighted the predicted fourth transmembrane helix as critical for
desaturase specificity and subsequent mutagenesis of nonconserved aa residues in the
transmembrane helix demonstrated that swapping of a single amino acid residue
Ala224/Ile224 introduced E/Z14-desaturase specificity to mutated MsexD2 (and reciprocally,
abolished E/Z14-desaturase specificity in mutated MsexD3). In protein structure models of
MsexD2 and MsexD3, which we generated employing recently available structures of
mammalian Z9-FADs64,65 as a template in homology structure modeling, we showed that the
residue Ala224/Ile224 contributes to formation of a kink in the substrate binding channel,
which was hypothesized to be involved in the positioning of the fatty acyl substrate with
respect to the di-iron active center65. These results demonstrated that a change as small as a
single amino acid substitution in a pheromone-biosynthetic FAD might result in the
acquisition of novel desaturase specificity potentially leading to recruitment of novel SP
components (Figure 6). Reconstruction of FAD gene phylogeny indicated that MsexD3 was
recruited for biosynthesis of 3UFA SP components in M. sexta lineage via gene duplication
and neofunctionalization, whereas MsexD5 representing an alternative 3UFA-producing FAD
has been acquired via activation of a presumably inactive ancestral MsexD5.
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Figure 6: Reconstructed biosynthetic pathway of Manduca sexta UFA precursors of SP. M. sexta females
(A) biosynthesize sex pheromones in the pheromone gland localized in the evertible abdominal tip (B). We have
identified pheromone-biosynthetic FADs and reconstructed the complete desaturation pathway leading to
unsaturated FAs which serve as precursors of minor and major pheromone components including E10,Z12-16:2
and E10,E12,Z14-16:3 which are essential for attracting M. sexta males (C). By site-directed mutagenesis of
MsexD2 and MsexD3 we have identified a single amino acid residue Ala224 and Ile224, respectively, localized
to the predicted fourth transmembrane helix of the FADs, which determines whether the desaturation outcome
will be E10,Z12-16:2 or E10,E12,Z14-16:3. In the cut-through model of MsexD2 (D) and MsexD3 (E) generated
by homology modeling using human Z9-FAD structure as a template, Ala224 and Ile224, respectively, is
localized to the kink of the substrate binding channel and its surface exposed to the binding channel interior is
highlighted in red. The channel is occupied by a hydrocarbon chain of fatty acyl substrate derived from the FAD
structure used as a template for structure homology modeling. Adapted from232.

My contribution
I have analyzed the RNA-seq data and identified the desaturase transcripts; isolated the
coding regions of MsexD6 and five variants of MsexD5 and cloned them into yeast
expression vectors; prepared part of the MsexD2 and MsexD3 mutants by site-directed
mutagenesis and transformed them along with MsexD5s and MsexD6 into yeast strains;
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cultivated the yeast strains expressing all FADs and their mutants; isolated and analyzed
FAME products by GC/MS; applied the isotopically labeled metabolic probes to M. sexta PG
and analyzed the resulting isotopically labeled FAs and naturally occurring FAs in M. sexta
PG by GC/MS; performed the phylogenetic analysis of moth FADs; wrote the draft of the
manuscript.
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3.2 Publication II: The role of desaturases in the biosynthesis of
marking pheromones in bumblebee males
Background
In the majority of bumblebee species (Hymenoptera: Apidae: Bombus), the mate-finding and
mating is mediated by so-called marking pheromones (MPs) which are deposited by males on
prominent objects to attract conspecific females123. MPs are produced by the cephalic part of
the male labial gland (LG) which fills large part of the male’s head146,248 and contrasts thus
with female bumblebee LGs249 or male honey bee (Apis mellifera) LGs which do not
accumulate cephalic LG secretion250. MPs generally consist of terpenoids and fatty-acidderived aliphatic compounds. The presence of unsaturated fatty-acid-derived MP components
of various fatty acyl chain lengths which differ among bumblebee species led to hypothesis
that these are in bumblebees produced via pheromone-biosynthetic FADs that exhibit speciesspecific substrate preferences, i.e. a pheromone biosynthetic route analogous to that in
moths251. Our laboratory initiated efforts to establish male bumblebees as new model
organisms for study of molecular basis of pheromone biosynthesis by a search for MPbiosynthetic FADs expressed in LG of three common European bumblebee species which
differ substantially in their MP composition. That is, i) Bombus terrestris, an established
greenhouse pollinator, which uses MP composed mainly of terpenoid compounds, ii) its sister
species, B. lucorum (both Bombus s.s.), which uses Z9-14:1-derived ethyl esters (ethyl
tetradec-9-enoate), and iii) B. lapidarius, representative of further related subgenus
Melanobombus, which uses predominantly Z9-16:1 and 16:0-derived alcohols (hexadecanol
and hexadec-9-enol). A single putative FAD coding region termed BlucNPVE was identified
and cloned from B. lucorum LG cDNA. The functional characterization of BlucNPVE in
yeast expression system demonstrated, that it codes for Z9-FAD which produces
preferentially palmitic (Z9-16:1) and oleic acid (Z9-18:1) in the yeast expression system
along with trace amounts of Z9-14:1. Production of only trace amount of Z9-14:1 in yeast
expression system suggested that BlucNPVE is presumably not responsible for accumulation
of Z9-14:1 which serves as a precursor of Z9-14:1-ethylester, the major B. lucorum MP
component. Instead, it was proposed to be involved in primary metabolism235. The
pheromone-biosynthetic FADs and the contribution of their distinct specificities to the
species-specific MP composition remained elusive.
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Summary
By employing RNA sequencing of B. lucorum and B. terrestris male labial glands and fat
bodies (selected as a reference tissue), we identified five paralogous FAD-like genes. Two
FAD paralogs were substantially more expressed in LGs than FBs of both species according
to the RNA-seq data - BlucNPVE (identical to the FAD previously identified by Matoušková
et al.235) and BlucSPVE in B. lucorum, and BterNPVE and BterSPVE in B. terrestris. The
differentially high abundance in LGs was confirmed by qRT-PCR analysis. BlapNPVE and
BlapSPVE coding regions were isolated from B. lapidarius LG cDNA by PCR using
combination of degenerated and specific primers designed against conserved FAD regions.
FADs from all three investigated species belonging to the NPVE and SPVE groups (named
according to the presence of four-amino-acid signature motif) shared over 97% protein
sequence identity within the groups and approximately 60% identity between the groups.
Functional characterization of FADs in yeast demonstrated that NPVE FADs from the three
species were almost identical, all exhibiting Z9-desaturase regioselectivity and highest
conversion rate (calculated as ratio of relative abundance of unsaturated FAs to the total
relative amount of saturated and unsaturated FAs) with 18:0 (98%), followed by 16:0 (85% 88%) and 14:0 (62% - 63% in BterNPVE and BlucNPVE, respectively; 47% in BlapNPVE).
SPVE FADs produced traces of Z4-14:1 and E4-14:1 as sole products, naturally not present in
the LG of the studied bumblebee species and previously not detected in any other insect
species. These data indicate that although the desaturase substrate specificities of NPVE
FADs does not match the composition of FA-derived MPs, these FADs are the most probable
candidate enzymes involved in biosynthesis of Z9-MPs since they are highly abundantly and
specifically expressed in LGs. Notably, BterNPVE was one of the most abundant transcripts
in B. terrestris LG which contrasts with the low abundance of Z9-MP components in B.
terrestris LG, indicating that the activity of BterNPVE is posttranscriptionally regulated.
Together, the experiments indicate that FAD’s enzymatic specificities in the studied species
did not diverge in the course of evolution and that the species-specific MP composition is not
underlined by distinct FAD substrate specificities (Figure 7), i.e. a mechanism of pheromone
composition determination common to many moth species does not apply to bumblebees.
Rather MP composition is controlled in a species-specific manner by i) posttranscriptional
regulation of FADs and ii) amount and availability of FAs of particular chain lengths which
serve as FAD substrates, or iii) substrate specificity of downstream MP-biosynthetic enzymes
such as fatty acyl reductases or fatty acyl ethyl ester biosynthetic enzymes which can
transform UFAs to final MP components.
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In ongoing experiments we aim at isolating and characterizing substrate specificities
of bumblebee fatty acyl reductases and at comprehensive analysis of fatty acid content in the
bumblebee LGs.

Figure 7: Specificities of mFADs abundantly expressed in labial glands of Bombus terrestris, B. lucorum and B.
lapidarius. (A) In the investigated species, (B) two mFAD orthologs, NPVE and SPVE, exhibiting Z9 and Z/E4 desaturase
specificity and substrate preference for 14:0-18:0 and 14:0, respectively, are abundantly expressed in the labial glands.
Adapted from30.

My contribution
I have analyzed the RNA-seq data and identified there mFAD coding regions; validated LGspecific expression of BlucNPVE and BlucSPVE by qRT-PCR; cloned all FAD coding
regions into yeast expression vectors and transformed them into yeast cells, performed all the
yeast cultivation experiments, lipid isolations and FA analyses; wrote the draft of the
manuscript.
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3.3 Publication III: ∆12-fatty acid desaturase from Candida
parapsilosis is a multifunctional desaturase producing a range
of polyunsaturated and hydroxylated fatty acids
Background
Fungal FAD research is largely motivated by the search for novel FADs that could be used in
metabolic engineering of microorganisms to produce polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) and
other valuable unsaturated fatty acids on an industrial scale72,252. Additionally, desaturation, as
a part of fungal fatty acid metabolism, has been shown to play a crucial role in the growth and
morphogenesis of pathogenic yeast species in plants and humans. Therefore, FADs have been
suggested as potential targets for antifungal drugs74–76,253,254. Numerous fungal ∆12-, ∆15- and
multifunctional membrane fatty acid desaturase genes (FADs) involved in biosynthesis of
PUFAs have been already isolated and functionally characterized employing yeast expression
system84,96,255–264. A range of desaturase regioselectivities dependent on the reference point
used by FADs to position the introduced double bond has been described. The main
regioselective modes are: (1) the double bond is introduced between specific carbon atoms
counted from the carboxy terminus (∆X) or (2) methyl terminus (ωX) of the fatty acyl
substrate, and (3) a subsequent double bond is introduced a specific number of carbon atoms
(usually three) counted from the pre-existing double bond (ν+3)49. These FAD
regioselectivities are not mutually exclusive, and Meesapyodsuk et al. suggested assigning
FADs with primary and secondary modes to more precisely describe their regioselectivity84.
Detailed information on both major and minor FAD diagnostic substrates and products is
principal for comprehensive description and classification of these FADs. However, only
major PUFA products were analyzed for many of the fungal FADs and studies which reexamined PUFA-producing FADs257,265 indicates that minor products can be easily
neglected266,267
Summary
To comprehensively describe enzymatic specificities of PUFA producing FADs, we identified
and isolated gene homologs of fungal FADs from opportunistic pathogenic yeast Candida
parapsilosis. Expression of the C. parapsilosis FADs termed CpFAD2 and CpFAD3 in a
Saccharomyces cerevisiae expression system and detailed analysis of novel minor and major
FA products via GC/MS coupled with a range of FA-derivatization techniques enabled us to
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identify polyunsaturated and hydroxylated products which were previously not described for
Candida albicans homologs of CpFAD2 and CpFAD376.
Overexpression of CpFad3 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains supplemented with
linoleic acid (∆9, ∆12-18:2) and hexadecadienoic acid (∆9, ∆12-16:2) led to accumulation of
∆15-PUFAs, i.e., α-linolenic acid (∆9, ∆12, ∆15-18:3) and hexadecatrienoic acid with
terminal double bond (∆9, ∆12, ∆15-16:3), respectively, which jointly indicate that CpFad3
exhibits ∆15-regioselectivity requiring a preexisting ∆12-double bond and is capable of
introducing a terminal double bond.
CpFad2-expressing yeast strains accumulated expected ∆12-PUFAs, i.e. linoleic and
hexadecadienoic acid (∆9, ∆12-16:2), as the expected major PUFAs. However, accompanying
∆15-PUFAs were also detected, namely α-linolenic acid and hexadecatrienoic acid (∆9, ∆12,
∆15-16:3) and we identified ricinoleic acid (12-hydroxy-9-octadecenoic acid) as an additional
product of CpFad2. Based on the PUFA products detected we proposed that the primary
regioselective mode of CpFad2 is ν+3 and the secondary mode is ∆12, in accordance with the
FAD regioselectivity classification proposed by Meesapyodsuk et al.84, i.e. that the
preexisting double bond serves as a reference point for positioning of the newly introduced
double bond and that the ∆12-position is the preferred position of the double bond
introduction.
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Figure 8: Neighbor-joining gene tree showing relatedness of fungal ∆12- and ∆15-FADs based on their
protein sequence. CpFAD2 and CpFAD3 identified and characterized in this work are highlighted in bold. The
source species name is abbreviated and followed by experimentally determined desaturase regioselectivity. For
multifunctional FADs, preferred regioselectivity is indicated by ‘‘>’’ if available in the literature (e.g., ∆12> ∆15
indicates preferential ∆12-desaturase regioselectivity). ∆12-FAD and ∆15-FAD from the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans (CaeEle) were added as an outgroup. Numbers along branches indicate bootstrap
percentage support from 1000 replicates. The scale bar shows number of amino acid changes per site. Adapted
from268.

These results also demonstrate that both CpFad2 and CpFad3 are capable of
production of multiple PUFAs or hydroxylated FA products which were previously not
detected as products of the putative CpFAD2 and CpFAD3 orthologs from budding yeasts
(Ascomycota: Saccharomycotina) (Figure 8). This work indicates that detailed analysis of
minor FAD products has a potential to uncover a range of otherwise undescribed enzymatic
selectivities of ∆12-FADs and ∆15-FADs.
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My contribution
I have isolated the coding regions of CpFAD2 and CpFAD3; cloned CpFAD2 and CpFAD3
into yeast expression vectors and transformed them into S. cerevisiae yeast strains; cultivated
the yeast strains heterologously expressing CpFAD2 and CpFAD3; isolated the total cellular
lipids and analyzed their fatty acid methyl ester-, 4,4-dimethyloxazoline-, and trimethylsilylderivatives using GC/MS; analyzed the GC/MS data; wrote the draft of the manuscript.
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4 Discussion and conclusion
Insect pheromones represent a principal communication channel in many insect species,
involving disease vectors and economically important agricultural pests. Understanding
pheromone communication of these species is directly motivated by search for novel pest
control strategies. But often nature “offers” organisms which are not of imminent economic
importance but their remarkable evolutionary life history makes them a convenient model for
answering particular biological questions. Arguably, the tobacco hornworm moth (Manduca
sexta) is such a species. The combination of its large size, facile breeding in laboratory
conditions, and its feeding preference for alkaloid-defended Solanaceous plants (such as
nicotine-producing tobacco plants) made M. sexta, despite its insignificant economic impact
as a plant pest species, a favourite model organism for study of herbivore-plant interaction,
insect molecular biology, neurophysiology, and biochemistry. M. sexta is an exciting species
also with respect to its pheromone composition – the female sex pheromone (SP) blend
contains triunsaturated fatty acid-derived (3UFA-derived) pheromones which were not
identified in related moths (such as the silkworm moth B. mori). The potential of M. sexta as a
model species for investigation of evolution of pheromone communication, however, was
untapped, partially due to the missing knowledge on the 3UFA biosynthetic pathway or
related genes and, until recently, also due to the missing M. sexta genomic information
(unpublished M. sexta genome is now publicly available at the internet pages of Agricultural
pest genomic resources - http://agripestbase.org/).
Our research group ventured into study of M. sexta pheromone biosynthesis by searching
for membrane fatty acyl desaturase genes (mFADs) abundantly expressed in M. sexta female
pheromone gland. The absence of M. sexta genomic or transcriptomic information at that time
necessitated search for mFAD genes using homology-probing PCR approach (employing
degenerated primers designed against conserved mFAD motifs) which resulted in
identification of MsexD2 mFAD involved in biosynthesis of diunsaturated (2UFA) SP
precursors, essential components of M. sexta SP. The mFAD involved in 3UFA-derived SP
biosynthesis remained elusive at that time246. The advent of next-generation sequencing
techniques, namely RNA-seq, provided us with a tool to access transcriptomes of M. sexta
pheromone gland and other tissues. By comparing the transcriptomes across M. sexta tissues
we identified MsexD3, MsexD5 and MsexD6 mFADs candidates abundantly and
preferentially expressed in the female pheromone gland (PG) and by functional
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characterization of the mFAD gene candidates in yeast expression system we concluded that
MsexD3 and/or MsexD5 produce 3UFAs via desaturation of 2UFA(Publication I).
Knowledge on 3UFA-biosynthetic mFADs opened up possibilities for inference of
pheromone evolution in the M. sexta lineage (see further below).
As a second insect group of interest we selected bumblebees (Hymenoptera: Bombus),
namely three common European bumblebee species, Bombus terrestris, B. lucorum, and B.
lapidarius. The UFA-derived male marking pheromone (MP) components in these related
species substantially qualitatively and quantitatively differ and these species thus represent
suitable model organisms for study of entirely unexplored hymenopteran pheromone
biosynthetic mFADs and their role in pheromone evolution. Also for these species for which
genomic or transcriptomic data were not available until recently269, the RNA-seq approach
enabled us identification of mFAD candidates presumably involved in MP biosynthesis.
As a strategy to confirm the mFAD function we employed characterization of the mFAD
enzymatic selectivities in yeast expression system rather than aiming for in vitro work with
these enzymes, which are due to their transmembrane localization inherently difficult to
isolate and characterize. By employing functional characterization of mFADs in yeast, we
sacrificed e.g. an option to study mFAD enzymatic kinetics and cofactor requirements - both
potentially relevant information for understanding the regulation of pheromone biosynthesis.
But the chosen approach enabled us description of regiospecificities and substrate specificities
of eight M. sexta mFADs and over thirty of their mutants (Publication I and unpublished
results), six bumblebee mFADs (Publication II), and two C. parapsilosis mFADs (Publication
III), a task which we could hardly accomplish by studying the isolated and purified mFAD
enzymes in vitro.
In the case of study of M. sexta pheromone biosynthesis we were admittedly lucky to
work with an organism where a functional divergence of mFAD – an evolutionary scenario
relatively easily testable by the mFAD functional assay - presumably generated novel SP
components.
By contrast, functional divergence of mFADs seems to be not driving the evolution of
bumblebee MPS, since all the male bumblebee mFADs are functionally conserved across the
three investigated bumblebee species (Publication II). Particularly surprising was highly
abundant and preferential expression of Z9-mFADs exhibiting substrate preference towards
16:0 and 18:0 in LGs of B. terrestris and B. lucorum. This expression pattern is indicative of
the role of Z9-mFADs in pheromone biosynthesis, however, these species, in contrast to B.
lapidarius, do not accumulate larger quantities of Z9-16:1- of Z9-18:1-derived MPs. A
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possible explanation for the discrepancy between the high Z9-mFAD mRNA abundance and
the apparently low activity of the respective enzymes is posttranscriptional downregulation of
Z9-mFADs in B. terrestris and B. lucorum. This mechanism was proposed to explain the
presence of highly abundant yet enzymatically inactive mFAD transcripts in PGs of some
moth species270,271. Numerous post-transcriptional gene expression regulatory mechanisms,
many of them still little understood, are documented across eukaryotic organisms to limit the
correlation of measured mRNA quantity and abundance (or activity) of the respective
enzyme272 and further experiments should clarify the proposed role of male bumblebee
mFAD posttranscriptional regulation in regulation of MP composition.
Other factors which we propose to influence the species-specific bumblebee MP
composition and which remains to be tested are i) differential availability of FA precursors of
MP components underlied by the differences in biosynthesis, transport and accumulation of
FAs in LG and ii) particular enzymatic specificity of downstream pheromone biosynthetic
enzymes such as esterases involved in production of FA-ethyl esters or fatty acyl reductases
(FAR) involved in production of FA-derived alcohols. The former hypothesis was addressed
by Valterová and collaborators who uncovered contribution of FA transport to MP
biosynthesis in B. terrestris273 but the contribution of FA transport to the species-specific MP
composition remains to be tested. To address the later hypothesis, we are currently cloning
and functionally characterizing bumblebee FARs from the LGs of the three species. Our
preliminary results indicate that there are indeed FARs exhibiting distinct substrate
specificities which might partially explain the species-specific MP composition (unpublished
results).
Another surprising result of bumblebee mFAD survey was the identification of E/Z4mFADs in all three species which exclusively desaturate 14:0. The occurrence of the ∆4monounsaturated FAs is limited in nature. They are present in seeds of Umbelliferae,
Araliaceae, and Garryaceae plant species274 and in the sexually deceptive orchid Ophrys
sphegodes, in which ∆4-16:1 is a proposed intermediate of alkene biosynthesis275 but they are
absent in the bumblebee LG extracts. The unusual E/Z4-regiospecificity might be underlined
by the presence of the 5th and 6th predicted transmembrane helices, which deviate from the
consensual membrane topology of acyl-CoA mFADs. The additional predicted helices likely
represent membrane-associated regions, which might play a role in FA substrate recognition,
as previously suggested by Diaz et al.60. The absence of E/Z4-14:1 in the bumblebee LG
might be explained by the mechanism of in vivo posttranscriptional downregulation of the
E/Z4-mFADs proposed above also for Z9-mFADs. To address this question, future
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development of FAD-specific antibodies or a proteomic approach may unequivocally
establish the protein abundances of Z9-mFAD and E/Z4-mFAD across bumblebee tissues.
An alternative tool to validate (or uncover) a biological function of a gene candidate,
particularly powerful in non-model organisms for which limited genetic tools are established,
is RNA interference (RNAi). In an RNAi experiment, target transcripts are depleted by
dsRNA-mediated mRNA degradation and the resulting phenotypic effect on the organism is
observed. In insects, the sensitivity to RNAi greatly varies between tissues and species, the
most sensitive being beetles (Coleoptera) and the least sensitive flies (Diptera), moths and
butterflies (Lepidoptera)276. We strived to unravel the contributions of M. sexta mFADs to
biosynthesis of SPs by impairing the in vivo activities of MsexD2 and MsexD3 via injection
of dsRNA silencing probes (designed against MsexD2 and MsexD3) into abdomens of M.
sexta females. However, we observed neither significant decrease in the mFAD transcript
levels in the PG nor a change in the UFA content (unpublished results). In the future,
overcoming the difficulties of RNAi in Lepidoptera277 and establishing a reliable RNAi
procedure for knock-down of genes expressed in the M. sexta PG might provide experimental
evidence for the relative contributions of MsexD3 and MsexD5 to 3UFA biosynthesis.
Nevertheless, our results suggest that MsexD3 plays the principal role in 3UFA biosynthesis
because i) MsexD3 transcript is more abundant in the PG compared to MsexD5 and ii) the 1:7
ratio of E10,E12,E14-16:3 and E10,E12,Z14-16:3 produced by MsexD3 closely resembles the
ratio of the respective aldehydic components in the M. sexta SP (approx. 1:10) in contrast to
the ratio of MsexD5 3UFA products (3:1). We speculate that the selection pressure leading to
the recruitment of a second, seemingly redundant, 3UFA-biosynthetic mFAD might occur, for
example, to secure a sufficiently high production of 3UFA-derived SPs.
RNAi is a promising tool also for uncovering the biological role of bumblebee mFADs,
FARs, or other pheromone-biosynthetic gene candidates which we have recently identified as
abundantly and preferentially expressed in B. terrestris male LG36.
Our study of PUFA-producing mFADs from the opportunistically pathogenic yeast
Candida parapsilosis demonstrated previously undiscerned capability of mFADs from
budding yeasts (Ascomycota: Saccharomycotina) to act as multifunctional Z12/Z15desaturases and to produce hydroxylated products (Publication III). These results contribute to
the recognition of mFADs as enzymes inherently exhibiting multiple substrate- and
regiospecificities. The switch between the mFAD specificity modes is apparently rather facile
and this property of mFADs has, besides implications for evolution of communication
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mediated by mFAD-produced pheromones, also relevance for the rational engineering of
mFADs for biotechnological production of economically interesting UFAs.
Enzymatic plasticity of mFADs was previously experimentally well documented, as I
summarized in the introductory part of this thesis. However, no experimental evidence to
support the hypothesis that the enzymatic plasticity of SP-biosynthetic mFADs might play a
role in shaping the moth SP communication channel was available. Our finding that a single
amino acid mutation in SP-producing mFAD has a potential to generate novel SP components
in M. sexta lineage thus represents the first evidence of the role of mFAD enzymatic plasticity
in pheromone communication evolution (Publication I). The finding of the mutation at amino
acid position 224 which critically influences the M. sexta mFAD specificity and which
localizes to the predicted 4th transmembrane helix is in agreement with previous experiments
on mFADs from various organisms which suggested the role of transmembrane helices in
formation of substrate-binding site. At the time of carrying out the study, the lack of mFAD
protein structure however prevented further mechanistic rationalization of the effect of the
224 substitution. By coincidence, two studies providing the first mFAD crystal structures64,65
were simultaneously published during the final phase of preparation of our manuscript on M.
sexta mFADs which enabled us to prepare preliminary homology models of MsexD2 and
MsexD3 structures. These models uncovered the localization of the 224 amino acid residue to
the kink of MsexD2/MsexD3 substrate binding tunnel which presumably plays a key role in
conformational restriction and positioning of the fatty acyl substrate moiety with respect to
the di-iron active center and provided thus experimental evidence for the proposed critical
role of this kink in the determination of mFAD enzymatic specificity (Publication I). The
availability of mFAD structures now sets the stage for a next generation of structure-guided
mFAD mutagenesis experiments and prompts homology modeling-based re-evaluation of the
results of the numerous published mFAD mutagenesis studies. Together, the availability of
mFAD structures should mark the shift from identification of mFAD sequence specificity
determinants towards the identification of structural specificity determinants and, ultimately,
towards understanding of mechanisms of mFAD substrate- and regiospecificity. Still, the
computation of reliable homology-based structural models of the mFADs for which
experimental structure is not available represents a challenge. Particularly homology
modeling of acyl-lipid mFADs which presumably has a different membrane topology than
acyl-CoA mFADs60 and differs also in the form of accepted fatty acyl substrate might prove
difficult. Currently, we further pursue the role of the amino acid residue 224 in MsexD2 and
MsexD3 by mutating the 224 residue and determining the effect of the mutation on the mFAD
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substrate- and regiospecificity. According to our preliminary results, a particular side chain
volume of 224 residue (alanine or threonine) drives the specificity towards desaturation of
16:0 to Z11-16:1 and subsequent desaturation of Z11-16:1 to 2UFAs, whereas bulkier side
chains (valine or isoleucine) drives the specificity of MsexD2 and MsexD3 towards the
desaturation of 2UFAs to 3UFAs. MsexD2 and MsexD3 mutants with 224 amino acid
residues with very small and very large amino acid side chains (glycine and phenylalanine,
respectively) generally exhibit loss or dramatic decrease of desaturase activity (unpublished
results). We are in process of computational modeling of the interactions of various FA
substrates with the panel of MsexD2 and MsexD3 mFAD mutants to get insights into
mechanistic details of the substrate- and regiospecificity switching. We presume that
mutations homologous to the 224 residue might act as a mFAD specificity switch also in noninsect mFADs, a hypothesis which is now particularly amenable to test in mouse or human
Z9-mFAD for which the crystal structures are available.
M. sexta mFADs might in future also help to uncover subunit organization and subunit
cooperation in mFADs, a little studied aspect of mFAD biochemistry. An experimental
evidence based on co-immunoprecipitation and yeast two-hybrid analysis suggests that yeast
Z9-mFAD forms dimers in vivo70 and experiments with plant mFADs suggests the they might
form heterodimers capable of metabolic channeling, i.e. forwarding of products of one mFAD
monomer directly to the second mFAD monomer, thus together physically connecting
multiple subsequent desaturation steps into one heterodimer278. Given the high sequence
similarity of MsexD2 and MsexD3 and their complementary desaturase specificities, we
speculate that they might form heterodimers in vivo which could effectively produce 3UFA
pheromone precursors by connecting the sequential desaturation steps into MsexD2/MsexD3
heterodimer.
The functional plasticity of mFADs is not only fascinating with respect to the general
enzyme properties but also has relevance for insect pest management strategies that employ
artificial SP baits279. The use of SPs in monitoring or mating disruption strategies may impose
a selection pressure on the moth mate-finding system and select for a shift in SP composition,
as was demonstrated in laboratory conditions for the cabbage looper moth Trichoplusia ni280.
The evolutionary facile functional divergence of the SP composition via mFAD functional
divergence might enable the moths to avoid disorientation and thus overcome mating
disruption213.
To gain initial insight into the evolutionary history of 3UFA-derived SP utilization in
Sphingidae moths, we analyzed SP precursors in the death head moth, Acherontia atropos
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(Sphingidae: Sphinginae: Acherontiini), a species closely related to M. sexta (Sphingidae:
Sphinginae: Sphingini) and we identified 3UFAs also there. This finding places the most
parsimonious recruitment of 3UFA-producing mFADs to the common ancestor of the
Acherontiini and Sphingini tribes - the Sphinginae subfamily. Future sequencing and analysis
of genomes or pheromone gland transcriptomes of A. atropos and other moth species related
to M. sexta coupled with their SP identification should further uncover the evolutionary
events which led to the acquisition of 3UFA-derived SPs.
In the thesis we focused on the pheromone producers and genes involved in
pheromone biosynthesis. Equally exciting would be to probe the response of M. sexta-related
moth species to 3UFA-derived SPs to investigate whether these species or some rare males of
these species might be “preadapted” to be attracted by 3UFA-derived compounds.
Information on mechanisms which underlined the shift of male pheromone preference
towards 3UFA-derived pheromones in M. sexta lineage would complement our study of the
molecular basis of shift in female SP production.
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